
Wish List Items: 

Academics: 

1. Graphing Calculators; $2,640 for a class set ($88 each); requested by the Math Department  

a. The calculators will be used to lend to students when learning skills in the variety 

of math courses.  

2. “Teacher Pay Teachers” gift cards; any amount is appreciated, requested by the English 

Department  

a. “Teachers Pay Teachers” is an online store where teachers can find specific 

assignments geared towards their current goal of raising the PSAT scores through 

their curriculum.  

3. Brother P-Touch Compact Label Maker and Brother TZe-211 Black-0n-White Tape; label 

maker = $49.99 and tape = $14.99; requested by Mrs. Dempsey 

a. A Brother P-Touch Compact Label Maker will allow students to label specimens 

and lab equipment. In addition, they will use it to label the drawers and cabinets 

within the science lab.  

4. Optic Strapless Heart Rate System; $129; requested by Mrs. Vercillo 

a. An Optic Strapless Heart Rate System would be used for PE students in order to 

instantly gather data for the entire class with a continuous heart rate stream with 

Gopher Optic.  

5. Mackie THUMP12 Powered 12” Loudspeakers Mixer Mic Cables and Stands and ARCHEER 

Wireless Microphone System; sound system = $714.98 and microphone system = $120.99; 

requested by Mrs. Vericllo 

a. Mrs. Vercillo uses the gymnasium almost every day for her PE students, and in 

order to keep them motivated and excited about their workouts she plays upbeat 

music. She would appreciate a new sound system and microphones to use for these 

weekly practices.  

6. National Spanish Exam Sponsor; $350 ($7 each exam); requested by Dr. Yudin 

a. In March 2018, Dr. Yudin’s Spanish III Honors and some selected Spanish II 

Honors students will participate in the National Spanish Exam. This is an 

enrichment opportunity for students to test their skills against the skills of 

thousands of other students across the country.  

7. Extra-Large World Wall Map; $100; requested by Mrs. Jones 

a. A laminated extra-large world wall map (political) with flags and hanging bars for 

the classroom in order to help teach students World Geography. 

8. HP XL ink cartridges; $35.99 each; requested by Ms. Siringo 

a. Ms. Siringo is always printing papers and homework assignments for her students. 

Any help she can receive in ink would be greatly appreciated.  

 



Athletics: 

9. 1.6 K Men’s Discus and 1 K Women’s Discus; $49 - $69; requested by Track and Field 

Coaches 

a. New discusses for the track and field team to use during practices and 

competitions. 

10. 5.4 K Men’s Shot Put and 4 K Women’s Shot Put; $20 - $49; requested by Track and Field 

Coaches 

a. New shot puts for the track and field team to use during practices and 

competitions.  

11. Shot and Discuss Competition Carrying Bag; $10 - $25; requested by Track and Field 

Coaches 

a. These competition bags will assist the athletes in carrying their necessary items to 

and from meets.  

12. Two Sets of 5lb Training Plates; $59.99 ($29.95 each); requested by Coach Cameron 

a. Training plates are needed for teaching and practicing clean and jerk in girls’ 

weightlifting.  

13. A 30lb Training Bar; $129; requested by Coach Cameron 

a. A training bar is needed for teaching and practicing clean and jerk in girls’ 

weightlifting.  

14. Official Weigh-In Scale; $400; requested by Coach Cameron 

a. This scale is needed to provide the girls’ weightlifting team with their official 

weigh-in scale for pre-lift weigh-ins.  

Clubs: 

15. Parenting Classes by a Professional; donations requested; requested by Mrs. Shevak and 

SADD Club  

a. The SADD Club would appreciate donations in order to help them provide 

parenting classes by a professional on drug use, alcohol use, and sex.  

16. AT&T Driving While Texting Simulator; $3,000 (Sunrise Ford has already committed to 

$1,500); requested by Mrs. Shevak and SADD Club 

a. They would love donations to help in the underwriting of an AT&T Driving While 

Texting Simulator, which shows the dangers of texting and driving. 

17. Inspirational Posters; $14.95 each; requested by SADD Club  

a. SADD Club members like to place inspirational posters throughout the school as a 

friendly reminder to JCHS students, faculty, and staff.  

18. Canon EOS Rebel T6 Digital SLR Camera Bundle; $449.00; requested by Yearbook 

a. This camera bundle would be beneficial to the Yearbook students as they continue 

to capture memories and events of JCHS throughout the school year.  


